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Peace offensive

Wang Yi goes travelling

Xi’s own personal relationship with Putin and China’s close ties to Russia did not

however imply agreement on everything. Moreover, it was clear that the longer the

war went on the more likely it was that China would become more involved

diplomatically — in part to prevent escalation and in part to maintain its credibility

as an independent international actor with a distinct view of its own. Tacitly

backing Russia was all very well. But Beijing still needed to carve out a position of

its own and the most obvious way of doing this was by declaring that it was in

favour of ‘peace’.
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The problem for China however was that for every step it took forward to

convincing people that it was on the side of peace, it then took another one

backwards by refusing to say anything critical about the country which had

launched the war in the �rst place. Nor did the Chinese o�cial charged with

leading the ‘peace offensive’ do much to convince public opinion in the West that

China was entirely serious. Having just been promoted to a very senior position in

the hierarchy, Wang Yi was perfectly placed to make the case when speaking at the

Munich Security Conference in February 2023. However, his interventions did not

go down well.[1]

First he refused to call the invasion by its real name. He then tried to split the

Europeans from the United States by �attering the former and launching all sorts

of ideological sorties against the latter. To make matters worse he launched an

attack on some unspeci�ed ‘people’ who neither cared about peace or the lives of

‘Ukrainians’ (though again without mentioning Russia). Nor did he win many

friends either when he reminded his audience that ‘Taiwan has never been a state,

nor will it ever be’.[2] If his goal in Munich had been to win hearts and minds, his

efforts singularly failed. It was, as one observer noted at the time, ‘an epic

misreading of the room.’[3]

Wang’s credibility as a dove of peace suffered yet another setback when after

having left Europe he travelled on to Moscow where he was afforded what can only

be described as the warmest of welcomes.[4] The fact that his visit came on the

eve of the �rst anniversary of the Russian invasion did not go unnoticed; nor did

the body language at the various meetings, including those he held with his old

sparring partner, Sergei Lavrov. It was almost like a school reunion between old

friends. Wang’s discussion with Putin went equally well. As one analyst noted a

short while after, the ‘mood’ music between the two men ‘was demonstratively

exuberant’.[5]

The ensuing discussions did of necessity include an exchange of views about the

situation in Ukraine. But nothing that Wang said or did in public at least suggested

he was putting any pressure on his hosts to withdraw its troops or announce a

cease�re. Wang himself may have insisted that China was looking for a ‘political

solution’ to the con�ict. But that was as far as he was prepared to go. He was far

clearer however when it came to Russia.[6] As he argued, China would continue to

work to maintain ‘momentum’ in its relations with Russia ‘against the backdrop of

a very complex and volatile international situation’. ‘A crisis is always an
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opportunity’ he added, and this particular crisis he implied would allow the two

countries to further develop their new type of ‘major-country’ relationship.

Moreover, they would do so he added in spite of the ‘pressure’ the two countries

had been put under by certain members of ‘the international community’ and

various other ‘third parties.’[7]

 

Beyond Wolf Warrior diplomacy?[8]

If one of the most important consequences of Wang’s trip to Moscow was to

rea�rm China’s relationship with Russia, then another was to reinforce what by

now must have been obvious: that China was for the foreseeable future locked into

an abrasive competition with the United States from which there could be no easy

exit. And as if to drive the point home, the o�cial Chinese news agency Xinhua

went on to publish a lengthy and highly critical analysis of the United States. No

stone was left unturned proving America’s malign intent. Nor was its malevolent

purpose of just recent origin. Its dubious activities we were informed in fact went

all the way back to 1776 when the US gained independence from the British! Nor

did its behaviour get any better in the 21  century. Indeed, having seen off the

USSR it probably got worse culminating with interventions in the Middle East that

caused nearly a million deaths, a third of whom were civilians. It was not a pretty

picture.[9]

Thus having dispensed with the United States in a manner of which Putin himself

would have been justly proud (not long after Xinhua published two other full length

attacks on the United States)[10], Beijing then decided to bring out two ‘position

papers’. One dealt in very general terms with its own approach to global security.

There was little in the document that was especially original or new, with much

stress placed on China’s positive role in sorting out the world’s problems. It said

nothing however about the contribution that had been, or might in the future be

made by the West. The G7 did not get a mention, nor the World Bank, the IMF or

even the European Union. If security, as the Chinese oft-claimed was indivisible,

then it was strange to say the least that the West and the various international

bodies through which it operated, had little part to play in bringing it about.[11]

The so-called ‘concept paper’ on global security was quickly followed with

something of much greater importance: a 12-point peace programme dealing

more directly with what Beijing liked to call the ‘crisis’ in Ukraine.[12] Announced

st
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with great fanfare as a major initiative – and almost certainly following

consultations with Russia itself – the set of proposals were heavy on generalities

but decidedly light on detail. Mention was made of the need to respect the

‘sovereignty’ of all countries, though with no hint that Russian actions in Ukraine

might have undermined this particular principle. The paper talked of the need to

deal with the humanitarian crisis in Ukraine, without mentioning how little China

had done itself. It then went on to criticize sanctions but failed to explain why they

may have been imposed on Russia in the �rst place. And to cap it all, it repeated

the old line which both Moscow and Beijing had endorsed together before the war,

that there was a need to reform the pre-existing European security architecture so

as to take account of the ‘legitimate security’ interests of all nations (in other

words, Russia’s).[13]

Unsurprisingly, China’s ‘plan for peace’ had few takers in the West. But the West

was never its intended audience. That lay further South in those countries where

China had many friends. China did not even try to hide the fact that the underlying

purpose of its peace strategy was not so much to bring about a speedy end to the

con�ict in Ukraine — Moscow had already made it clear that the time was not ripe

for an end to its ‘military operations’ – but rather demonstrate to the world at large

that while it at least was seeking a way out of the crisis, the Americans and their

NATO allies were only throwing fuel on to the �ames. It could also point (and did)

to past achievements in bringing about peace; indeed it made great play in its own

press of what it had done in mid-March when it had brokered a deal between Saudi

Arabia and Iran.[14] With pictures of a beaming Wang Yi standing between the

leaders of the two opposed countries, it was clear what message he was trying to

send out: that while China was able to create peace in one of the world’s hotspots,

all that the United States could do was stand on the side-lines complaining.

Weighed down by its cold war prejudices and desire to run the world on its own

terms, Washington according to this narrative had become a mere onlooker when

it came to solving the world’s most intractable problems.[15] As the headline in

one Asian newspaper put it, China had now become the ‘world’s peacemaker’.[16]

 

Xi goes to Moscow

But in the end all this was but preparatory for the long planned visit made by Xi to

Moscow in March. Carefully choreographed by the Russians, this was summitry of

the highest order with red carpets and guards of honour paying homage to the
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Chinese leader as he �nally made his way to the Kremlin before ascending its

grand marble staircase in style. This was a state visit designed to impress, and in

many ways it did.

It also cocked a very large snoop at the West. As one news agency put it, Xi and

Putin were �aunting their alliance in a most public way with the very clear intent of

showing how little they really cared what critics in western capitals might think.[17]

The very fact that Xi was in Moscow almost celebrating with Putin just a few days

after Putin had been arraigned by the International Criminal Court, spoke volumes

about Beijing’s indifference to western public opinion.[18] It also hinted at a high

degree of indifference to Ukraine too. Rumours abounded that Xi would very soon

be meeting with President Zelensky – something he had notably failed to do since

the invasion had begun. But in spite of the Ukrainian President’s open call for the

two leaders to meet, nothing then happened.[19] Indeed, when a spokesperson of

the Ministry for Foreign Affairs was later asked when such a meeting might take

place, the questioner was brushed off with the non-committal reply that China had

(in its own words) ‘maintained communication with all relevant parties, including

Ukraine’.[20]

Meanwhile the real war in Ukraine itself continued unchecked with little incentive

on either side to sit around that theoretical peace table being proposed by Beijing.

Nor to be blunt did either China or the US appear to be in any great hurry to put

pressure on their respective allies: China because it presumably hoped Russia

might soon be in a stronger position on the ground and Washington because it

saw the war tilting in Ukraine’s direction. However, on one thing both were agreed:

that they could not allow their own chosen side to lose. The war in Ukraine might

have begun life as a localized con�ict. By 2023 however it had morphed into

something much wider involving one superpower seeking to uphold its version of

world order and another aiming to write the rules anew. The stakes in Ukraine

could not have been higher.

 

This article gives the views of the author, and not the position of the China

Foresight Forum, LSE IDEAS, nor The London School of Economics and Political

Science.

“Awakened peoples, you will certainly attain the ultimate victory!” by Kent Wang is

licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0.
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